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Question 1

Main Modification Schedule *Which document/modification does this
representation relate to?

mm 54,82,148,14,61,62,65,66* Please provide the reference number (where
applicable), for example MM1, PM1, MIN1

Question 2

ObjectWhat best describes the nature of your
representation?

Question 3 Legally Compliant and Sound

NoDo you consider the Plan, incorporating the
proposed Modification is Legally Compliant?

Question 4

Please give details of why you consider the Darlington Local Plan, incorporating the proposed
Modifications to which your representation relates, is not legally compliant or is unsound. Please be
as precise as possible. If you wish to support the Plan or comment on the Sustainability Appraisal
Report Addendum/Habitats Regulations Screening please also use this box to set out your comments.

the development undermines this policy and modifications because it is a car dependent development
which will not contribute to any of the green commitment from the government. also you would be
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spoiling a beautiful habitat for both people and animals. in this now Covid world we all need more open
spaces both for exercise and mental health.

Question 5

Please set out what changes you consider necessary to make the Plan legally compliant or sound
and why, thinking about what you identified in Question 4. It will be helpful if you are able to put
forward your suggested revised wording or any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible.

council studies have shown that there would be an extra 5437 vehicles a day using the local road
network in whinfield. this is ridiculous as these roads do not  cope with  the day to day traffic now.
Barmpton Lane is a winding LANE as per its name and not a dual carriageway. This lane cannot be
widened and I feel from a safety point of view this cannot be a main access for this development. it
seems that darlington is just throwing up housing estates everywhere and turning our once nice town
into a concrete jungle for which there is no need. even the government does not think we need  all
these houses so why do darlington council think we do. I do not want the countryside around
Skerningham spoiling, leave it alone
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